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COSA is a Twelve Step recovery program for anyone whose life has been affected by another
person's compulsive sexual behavior. This booklet explains different aspects of triggers, offers
ways of handling triggering situations, and shares the experiences of COSA members related to
triggers.

About the AuthorStan Toler has spoken in over 90 countries and written over 100 books with
sales of more than 3 million copies. Toler for many years served as vice president and instructor
for INJOY, John C. Maxwell’s institute for training leaders to make a difference in the world.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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reproduce.The Three Circles concept is© copyright 1991Sex Addicts Anonymous. All rights
reserved.COSA TRIGGERSThis booklet was written and published in order to explain different
aspects of triggers, offer ways of handling triggering situations, and share the experiences of
COSA members related to triggers.Definitions for “trigger” include the words explode, set off,
and release. We know what it feels like, but it’s hard to understand what happens when a
seemingly small event sets off an ugly chain reaction of feelings and actions.Sometimes we are
triggered by things that happen to us. Criticism, rejection, rage, or sarcasm might trigger us into
acting out. When we are ignored, given the silent treatment, or woken up out of a sound sleep,
we might react negatively or even experience a panic attack. Sometimes we are triggered by
feelings of fear, inadequacy, or loneliness. The trigger might be as varied and as seemingly
inconsequential as a movie, a shoe, a casual acquaintance, a lie, or an angry word. Many of us
have been triggered by a person who looks like someone from our past or from our partner’s
past. Early on in recovery, almost everything is a trigger. We may live in almost constant panic or
terror. Some of us may confuse our partner’s triggers with ours; often the triggers can be quite
similar. For instance, we may feel triggered when we see a woman in provocative clothing or a
shirtless man, when we drive past a strip club or a massage parlor, or when we watch a sex
scene in a movie or on a TV show. We feel a knot in our gut because we fear his or her reaction,
and we may act out. We try to separate our triggers from those of our partners, but our
codependence may make this extremely difficult. Later in recovery, we might find our triggers
are different, and require different responses. Triggers are not right or wrong. Like feelings, they
simply are.Suddenly, what we feel trumps what we know. Some of us lose our ability to act
appropriately in the moment. We are in fear, pain, and panic, and we may lash out, or act in,
turning the pain on ourselves. We may eat, or even binge, to medicate our intense feelings.
Triggers can lead to trauma responses and we may feel impelled to fight, flee, or freeze. We
often engage in negative self-talk: “What took you so long? Are you going to do this again?
When will you ever learn? You should have known better! If you had started earlier, you would
have been done on time! C'mon stupid, get with the program! Are you going to tolerate being
talked to like that?”Taking time to “Stop, Look, and Listen” might help us to realize that when the
feelings are so huge, we are being triggered. Then, we can begin applying the tools of the COSA
program.One COSA member uses an acronym to help her when she is triggered: “Taking
Responsibility, I Give God Every Response.” When we take responsibility for our triggers, we are
less likely to act out with our own rage or unacceptable behaviors.When we are slapped on the
back, we usually feel no pain. When we are sunburned, that slap can cause agony. We learn,
slowly, that the sunburn is ours to heal, and that the other person is only responsible for the slap.
We might remember the slogan: “If I am not the problem, I have no solution.”That doesn’t mean
that we take responsibility for what isn’t ours. We might find that detaching physically or
emotionally and setting appropriate boundaries may help us.We learn also that when a feeling is
bigger than an event, we are dealing with old stuff. A trigger connects a present day event to an



old trauma. When we react, it is not the current feeling or situation that moves us; it is the old
wound.Many of us have to deal with the emotions before we can identify and work on the source
of the triggers. Awareness doesn’t take all the pain away, but we are often less absorbed by it.
Distance, physical or emotional, can make it easier to become aware of the old events that are
the cause of our reaction. The words or actions of a casual friend could be more easily resolved
than those of our partners or children. We may find we can work out triggers in a friendship but
we might not feel safe enough in a sexual relationship to do the work alone.
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